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Daisy Malone and the Blue Glowing Stone *
James O'Loghlin

Someone has to save the world and that someone is Daisy
Malone. It's Daisy Malone's 12th birthday but she's got
more earth-shattering things on her mind. Her mother is
missing and she and her dog Ben (a highly intelligent,
talking dog - his words!) have just found a mysterious blue
glowing stone in the attic.

Pan Australia • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781743533024

$16.99

The Haunting of Sunshine Girl
Paige McKenzie

Frank Cottrell Boyce
Stuck in an isolation ward in a hospital far from home
with two other remarkably green children, Rory Rooney is
as confused by his new condition as the medics seem to
be. But what if turning green actually means you've
turned into a superhero? Rory can't wait to make it past
hospital security and discover exactly what his
superpower might be.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9780230754515

$14.99

Jelly Has a Wobble
Candy Guard

In that place where you're more asleep than awake any
more, I hear something else. A phrase uttered in a child's
voice, no more than a whisper: Night Night. Something
freaky's going on with Sunshine's new house... there's the
chill that wraps itself around her bones, the giggling she can
hear in the dead of night, and then the strange shadows
that lurk in her photographs.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781447286790

The Astounding Broccoli Boy *

$16.99

Jelly, Myf and Roobs have an exciting summer ahead.
Not only are they going to be bridesmaids, but they're
going to see OMG live in concert! They just need to find a
not-stupid way to get enough money for the concert
tickets first.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Humorous stories (Children's / Teenage)

9781447256137

$14.99

Witherwood Reform School

The Burning Sea

Obert Skye

Paul Collins and Sean McMullen

After a slight misunderstanding involving a horrible
governess, gravy, and a jar of tadpoles, siblings Tobias and
Charlotte Eggars find themselves abandoned by their father
at the gates of a creepy reform school. Sinister mysteries
are afoot at Witherwood, where the grounds are patrolled by
vicious creatures and kids are locked in their rooms.

Henry Holt • HB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9780805098792

$19.99

There is no lower rank than cabin boy on the warship
Invincible. But Dantar knows he is important, because
anyone who threatens his life gets turned into a pile of
ashes. His older sister Velza is a shapecasting warrior, in
a world where only men fight. Until now. Together they
must solve the mystery of broken magic and escape the
dragon.

Ford Street Publishing • PB • Fantasy & magical realism (Children's / Teenage)

9781925000924

$12.95

Don't Think About Purple Elephants

My Mummy

Susan Whelan

Paula Metcalf
"I could travel round the world and know I'd never find a mummy even half as nice or
brilliant as mine!" From playing games to making things and cuddling her baby tight, Little
Bear's mum is great at everything - but best of all, she belongs to Little Bear. This touching
celebration of the special relationship between mother and child is the perfect gift for
Mother's Day. Now available as a chunky board book with a shiny foiled cover - just right
for small hands.

Exisle • HB • Picture Storybooks

9781 92196669 9

$24.99

I Love My Mum
Gaby Morgan
A gorgeous collection of poems celebrating how wonderful our mums really are. A perfect
gift for Mother's Day.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Children's / Teenage poetry, anthologies, annuals

9781 44728044 6

$12.99

Playtime Stories
Campbell Books
A delightful first storybook designed for older babies, Playtime Stories is a unique way for
parents and babies to share and discover stories together. Each spread has finger trails
cut into the page, and textured illustrations for little hands to trace. The trails wind their way
around illustrations so that baby explores the illustrations on the page. Carefully placed,
evocative text is a springboard for readers to take the story in new directions of their own.

Campbell Books • Novelty, Toy & Die-Cut Books

9781 44727705 7

$14.99

Little Tabs Best Friends
Campbell Books
Best Friends is a first look at the familiar expressions that an older baby hears over and
over again, such as Bang-bang! Be quiet! Look at me! Well done! Sleep tight, I love you.
The phrases are matched with bright, cheerful and endearing animal characters that
babies (and their parents) will identify with. Sturdy little tabs along the top and down the
side of the page help baby find their favourite page, and encourage interactivity.

Campbell Books • Baby Books

9781 44727730 9

$14.99

Tales from Acorn Wood: Hide-and-Seek Pig and Postman
Bear
Julia Donaldson
Pig and Hen are playing hide-and-seek. But where on earth could Hen be? Lift the flaps
and help Pig find out where she is hiding. Then join Bear as he delivers letters to his
friends Frog, Squirrel and Mole - and lift the flaps to see Bear's special birthday surprise!

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Pop-Up & Lift-The-Flap Books

9781 44727344 8

$19.99

On the Farm
Fold-out Treasure Hunt
A photographic seek-and-find book for children aged two and over, with five big fold-out
pages. When opened up, each fold-out reveals bright and bold collections of things to find
down on the farm, organised into categories such as Tasty Food to introduce the concept
of grouping. With question prompts on every fold-out to encourage children to interact.

Priddy Books • Novelty, Toy & Die-Cut Books

9781 78341107 8

$9.99

My Favourite Bible Stories *
Priddy Books

Carrycase containing six all-time favourite Bible storybooks for children aged three and
over. Each story is written in accessible, simple narrative, and illustrated with bright,
colourful pictures to capture children's interest.

Priddy Books • Bibles & bible stories (Children's / Teenage)

9781 78341100 9

$14.99

Macmillan Children's Books • Picture Books

978 14472769 99

$12.99

Bedtime Stories
Campbell Books
A delightful first storybook designed for older babies, Bedtime Stories is a unique way for
parents and babies to share and discover stories together. Each spread has finger trails
cut into the page, and textured illustrations for little hands to trace. The trails wind their way
around illustrations so that baby explores the illustrations on the page. Carefully placed,
evocative text is a springboard for readers to take the story in new directions of their own.

Campbell Books • Novelty, Toy & Die-Cut Books

978 14472770 40

$14.99

Little Tabs Happy Families
Campbell Books
Happy Families is a first look at the places where baby animals live with their parents.
From birds in a nest, a joey in a pouch, a calf in a barn to a snail in its shell. The book
takes everyday expressions and phrases that a baby hears over and over again, such as
Let's go! Wait a minute, Oh dear and Never mind, and matches them with bright, cheerful
and endearing animal characters that babies (and their parents) will identify with.

Campbell Books • Baby Books

978 14472772 93

$14.99

Tales from Acorn Wood: Fox's Socks and Rabbit's Nap
Julia Donaldson
Rabbit is trying to get to sleep, but everyone is being so noisy. Lift the flaps to find who is
keeping Rabbit awake. Then join Fox in a hunt for his missing socks. Are they in the
kitchen or under the stairs? Are they inside a clock or hidden in a chest? Lift the flaps to
find out!

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Pop-Up & Lift-The-Flap Books

978 14472734 55

$19.99

Colours *

Alphaprints

Engaging first colours book featuring a rainbow array of colourful creatures in the
distinctive Alphaprints style. Fingerprints are turned into animals from a red fox to a blue
whale and pink pigs by adding fun photographs of everyday things for children to spot.
Patterns on each fingerprint have raised embossing for little hands to touch and feel.

Priddy Books • Early Learning: Colours

978 17834110 54

$12.99

Around the Town *

Fold-out Treasure Hunt
A photographic seek-and-find book for children aged two and over, with five big fold-out
pages. When opened up, each fold-out reveals bright and bold collections of things to find
around the town, organised into categories such as Let's Go Shopping or Tasty Food to
introduce the concept of grouping. With question prompts on every fold-out to encourage
children to interact.

Priddy Books • Novelty, Toy & Die-Cut Books

978 17834110 85

$9.99

